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           Description
            
  


          
          
            
               
               From the screen to your home, the long awaited upgrade to our best-selling Sidemen chair is finally here. Built bigger and better than ever before and featuring the custom embroidered Sidemen crest, you can experience the next level of comfort and style in your own home.

Using incredible Sport Series as the base we have created the perfect balance of a premium product and brand.

Read more...

          

        
      
       
     
           Key Features
            
  


          
          
            
               	Official Sidemen branding and unique design
	State of the Art Ergonomic Design
	Signature Reinforced PVC Leather
	Sturdy Framework
	Multi-Functional Mechanism allows for maximum control.


            

          
 
     
       
       
           Optional Accessories
            
  


          
          
            
               	Armrest Pads
	Lockable Caster Wheels
	XL PU Caster Wheels
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State of the Art Ergonomic Design


Fusing flawless designs with style and functionality for amazing visuals and all day comfort, our chairs are the very best in the industry. Each chair is created from the very best materials, along with immaculate craftsmanship and flawless manufacturing processes. With exceptional adjustability and firm support where you need it, each chair offers an ergonomic fit that enhances comfort and reduces stress on the body. Perfect for home office and entertainment.
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Signature Reinforced PVC Leather


When it comes to leather chairs, PVC is the practical choice over PU leather. Our signature Reinforced PVC leather is more durable, comfortable and built to last longer than PU leather chairs along with added resistance to sunlight exposure. Tested to be wear resistant, simple to clean, waterproof yet soft and flexible which when combined with our high density cold cure foam delivers incredible comfort and support for extended use. 












Four Directional Armrests


Our 4D armrests offer unmatched adjustability to ensure that whatever your shape, however you prefer to sit, you will get the important arm support you deserve. With a large degree of movement in every direction, there is sure to be a configuration that suits you. Coated with polyurethane that is soft to touch yet retains an incredibly polished finish.
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Multi-Functional Tilt Mechanism


The multi-functional tilt mechanism has two control levers with tilt locking positions, giving you full control over the suspension of the chair. The mechanism can be locked while in a tilt position or even be titled in backwards in an upright position giving you the optimum comfort every time you sit down.












Class 4 Hydraulic Pistons


The Class 4 hydraulic pistons are the best in its class in terms of safety, stability and consistency. 
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Five Star Aluminium Base


Designed and constructed with a strong foundation, our five star aluminium star bases provide both impeccable stability and strength. They are created with a special aluminium mix making them incredibly resistant to corrosion and rust of any sort along with the reinforced ribs and gussets to increase strength while reducing weight.












Head Pillow & Lumbar Support Cushions


Our chairs come packaged with our head pillows and lumbar support cushions. Offering improved neck and lumbar support, they are specially designed to provide contoured padding that shapes perfectly to support the arch of your back while sitting in the chair. They are both soft yet supportive and can be placed exactly where they are needed for maximum comfort making the chair even more comfortable than they already are. Both cushions are covered with our signature Reinforced PVC leather.  
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XL Caster Wheels


Our XL caster wheels are larger than our standard casters while still enabling gliding but increased sturdiness and durability. Coated in Polyurethane rubber friendly towards most types of floor surfaces.  








 


	


 


  
    
  







  
    
      
    

  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  







  
    
  





       Connor H.
Brilliant!

MARK P.
A big thank you to Thomas.

Very helpful, polite and knowledgeable.
Sorted out damaged item and replaced promptly and readdressed incorrect items from previous purchase.

All in all after research on my part and realising there is a three year guarantee,  I am glad to have made contact with this company and would recommend to gamers.

And if you have any queries or concerns then just ask for Thomas!

MARK P.
Seemingly well built when putting together with clear instructions.

3 year guarantee enables confidence when purchasing.

Friendly and helpful support staff (Thomas) - overall good service.

So good I bought another!

Simon D.
Very well made, quality product for sure. Our daughter was very impressed as it was her Christmas present!

Kerry S.
Great Chair it looks amazing  

Sem S.
Fast shipping and a very good chair!! Love it!

Michelle  D.
Fantastic chair 

Claire F.
Chair arrived in very good time my husband put it together and said it was very easy to do with the way the instructors  were layed out .
The quality is out of this world  it is worth every penny  my son is going to love it and I know he will use it for nany years to come 

Mikel C.
I’m very disappointed with this chair. This expensive chairs holes on the right side are not aligned properly. I’ve tried readjusting the back multiple times to the same result. I have to raise the back up on the right side. I waited over 8 months for this chair to be back in stock and I’m disappointed. 

Mikel C.
This expensive chair’s holes did not line up properly, therefore the back is crooked. I feel the crookedness when I sit down. I tried readjusting it multiple times, the holes on the right side were too low. I had to raise the back up on the right side for them to match with the metal. This has annoyed me since September and is very unfortunate as I waited over 8 months for this chair to be back in stock. 

Michael M.
terrible product, arrived with cushions missing i have tried to conatct support but no response

Archie H.
It’s amazing 

Kevin H.
I love my chair

yhhe  .
uuu

Eli R.
Top quality and comfort for the price. 

Paul B.
Superb Chair!
I have a Secret Labs chair and this GT Omega chair, even though the Secret Lab chair is great, i much prefer the GT Omega chair.
Everything about the GT Omega feels like it was made out of the highest quality parts ! Super comfy ! And well built ! Very happy with it ! 

Mr J.
My brother has a Lowe model chair, I saw this model and instantly wanted to upgrade from my low end office chair. 

Best comfort decision of my life

Frederick G.
This chair is superb I absolutely love it the quality is excellent the style the feel of it it it is so comfortable for very long sessions playing your games the quality of the chair and the way it is made it's wonderful I have solutely a door it thanks so much keep up the good work I recommend this chair to anybody d&d is a must must chair are to have F Griff



Zeus S.
Overall love it, only wish I could lower the seat a bit more.
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    Pay 3 instalments

    Pay in 3 interest-free instalments so you can spread the cost.
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        Enter your debit or credit card information

        

      

      
      
        

        Pay later in 3 instalments. The first payment is taken when the order is confirmed and the remaining 2 are automatically taken every 30 days.
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          Your are successfully subscribed for email notifications.
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          Notify me when available 

          We will send you a notification as soon as this product is available again.
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